
Systematic risk is perceived as an external risk factor,
which is not peculiar to the firm and which affects all
investments in the market, although not all to the same
extent. Systematic risk is also oflen referred to as "market
related risk". Sharpe, Lintner, and others showed that in a
competitive market there was a linear relationship be-
tween investment returns and the correlation of invest-
ment risk to market risk. This latter concept of the
relationship between investment and market returns b€-
came known as the investment's "Beta" coefficient-a
risk measure which quantifies the riskiness of an invest-
menl relative to the markel of all investments.

The capital asset theory provided the basis for developing
the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), a quantitative
model for estimating "risky" rates of returns for invest-
ments. lts form is presented below as equation ('l):

k, = R, + I(r,.xs,)/s.l x IE(R.) - RJ (l)
where:

k = required return on dsset j

R, : risk-free rate of return
r,. : correlation coefficient of returns be-

tween asset, j, and the market index, m
E(R",) = expected return on the market index

s, and s. = standard deviations of returns on asset,
j. and the market index, m, respnctively

The "Beta" risk measure is the term (rr- x sr)/s. in equation
(l ). Thus, this equalion can be restaled as equation (2):

kj = R, + B,xlE(R",)-R,l Ql

The "market index" refers lo some economic indicator to
which individual investment returns are correlated. For
most empirical research the market index commonly
used is Standard and Poor's 500 Stocks lndex. However,
other indexes have been used including the Dow-lones
lndustrial Stocks lndex. Both are useful indexes ofoverall
stock market performance, and have treen used in most
capital asset model tests because the model was de-
veloped primarily as a tool for deriving rates of returns on
corporate securilies. No such equivalent "market index"
is widely available for real estate investment markets.

Since 1976 several articles in various publications have
illustrated possible applications of the capital asset
pricing model for deriving "risky" capitalization rates for
investment real estate.r'r The usual approach for ap-
plying the CAPM involves preparing estimates of periodic
rates of returns for individual projects and correlatinS
them with the returns for some appropriate market index.
Applying the model to real estate requires obtaining
measures of project returns. The next section of this
article will focus on this problem.

Deriving Correct Project Values

Let one assume a unique real estate investment which has
a one period life. lf this project were purchased for cost,
C, and produced net cash flows of CF (which includes

terminal proceeds), then the rate of return (ROl) for this
project could be expressed as

R, = cF,/c, -l (l)
where:

R, : expected return for project, i
CF, = expected cash flow from project, i

lf cost and value are equal, then R,, the proiect's expected
relurn, and k,, the project's required relurn, are also
equal. But appraisal theory leaches thal cost and value
are not necessarily synonymous. Value is usually defined
in terms of highest and best use under normally com-
petitive market conditions. When those conditions pre-
vail, i.e., markets are in equilibrium, then cost and value
tend to be the same. But when markets are in dis-
equilibrium, cost and value may be quite different. when
markets are in disequilibrium, the calculation of k, based
upon cost can become distorted. lf k, is calculated prop-
erly, then it is found as

R, = CF,A/, 1 (4)

where:

V, = proiect value
R, = required project return

It should be obvious that if one uses equation (4), then a
problem is presented. Value is a term in the denominator
used for estimating proiect k,. However, the purpose of
estimating kr was k) estimate value. lf cost and value were
always assumed to be equal, then this problem is nonex-
istenl. But since cost and value are not usually equal, then
calculating a capitalization rate based upon cost will
necessarily bias estimates of value. Depending upon the
conditions of the market, this bias could be either up-
wards or downwards.

Since estimating value usinS capitalization rates requires
knowing value in order to derive them, a sort of "Catch
22" is apparent. The following methodology presents a

way of deriving market values which circumvents this
dilemma. The methodology is unique in that it conforms
with modern capital market theory and capital budgeting
techniques, but does not require that k, be known before
value is estimated. This variation of the CAPM relies upon
a valuation technique known as the "certainty equiv-
alent" approach.r'r The methodology does not rely upon
computing discount rates which may be biased, so it may
have particular interest to the valuation profession.

Model Developmenl

Previously, the basic elements of the CAPM were out-
lined and the model's format for deriving "risky" discount
rates was described as equation (l ):

k,=R,*l(r,.xsr)/s.l x [E(R.) - Rrl

ln the above equation, k, has been defined as the required
return on risky asset j. Because the rate of return on a
single period investment is simply the project's cash

TIME SHARING: ISSUES ON A CROWING
FORM OF HOME OWNERSHIP

by Roger W. Caves

While the search for the American vacation home con-
tinues, the risinB cost of homes is making it exceedingly
difficult for individuals to purchase vacation or second
homes. This predicament has led to numerous private
sector responses wh ich are designed to increase vacation
housing opportunities.

This paper examines the increasingly popular concept of
"time sharing." lt is divided into three main sections. The
first section provides a general overview and definition of
time sharing. The second one deals with public policy
responses to time sharing. The final section analyzes the
court handling of individual time sharing controversies.

Definition And Overview
Any discussion of time sharing must be preceded by its
definition. Hart and ffrommer define it as,

a method whereby a purchaser acquires either fee title
"interval ownership" or a lease of license "right to use "
to accommodations-usually in a resort area-for a
designated period of time.'

These accommodations could be a condominium, town-
house, or some other form of property. Although most
individuals view time sharing in a resort context, vari-
ations of the concept have surfaced. One type, described
by Madsen, is a form of "urban" time sharing,'which is
popular with individuals desiring to take advantage of a
city's cultural opportunities such as museums, art gal-
leries or theaters. Companies are also taking advantage of
urban time sharing opportunities. As Madsen points out,
this provides an alternative to hotels and offers luxury

Roger w. Caves is an assistant prclessor in lhe cily planning prcgafi,
Sch@l ol Public Administtation and Utban Studies, san DieSo Stale
Univetsity in San Diego. He previously sewed as a plahnet lot lhe
Delawarc Depanment ol A$ricuhurc and as a community planner for
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accommodations, cost savings, and, in the case of fee
timeshares, the tax advantages of a real estate purchase.r

Many Americans have been exposed to the concept of
time sharing. lt is a common occurrence throughout the
country for an individual to receive a letter indicating
he/she has won a gift such as a meal, telephone, tele-
vision or trip. In order to collect the gift, the individual
must visit the time share project, which is often a resort
area, and listen to a sales pitch designed to persuade
him/her to enter inlo a time share arran8ement.

The growth of the time sharing industry has been rapid. ln
'1975 time sharing represented a $50 million business.'ln
an article written in 1982, Smith noted that it has grown
into an industry with annual sales inexcessof $l billion.'
lndustry experts estimated that at least 600 time share
resort locations were established in this country and
hundreds more worldwide.u The practice of time sharing

I llr
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certainly has developed into an established industry
which is likely to continue to grow in the future.

Time sharing represents a complex area of inquiry. Ques-
tions concerning real property, zoninB, subdivision regu-
lations, and the health, safety and welfare of the general
public, along with other issues can be raised. lt is up to the
various levels of government to develop rules and/or
regulations which address these concerns.

Public Policy Responses

Although there is no federal legislation dealing specifical-
ly with time sharing, various pieces of legislation can
affect potential time sharing proiects in some way. For
example, the Office of lnterstate Land Sales Registration
(OILSR) of the Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment (HUD) is responsible for implementing the
disclosure requirements of the lnterstate Land Sales Full
Disclosure Act of 1968.'This Act makes it illegal to sell
land that is part of a common promotional scheme com-
prised of 50 or more lots, prior to the filing of a Statement
of Record' with OILSR. lts registration requirement rep-
resents an attempt to protect consumers from deceptive
individuals who try to market undeveloped land through
the mail.

Five years later, through the Federal Trade Commission
Act,' the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) was vested
with the power "to . . . prevent persons. partnerships, or
corporations . . . from using unfair methods of com-
p€tition in commerce and unfair or deceptive acts or
practices in or affecting commerce."'o

The federal government also publishes a variety of mate-
rials on time sharing. The FTC publishes a brochure that
gives nine tips to help prospective time share buyers:

I ) Be wary of giveaway promotions.
2) ls an exchange program available?
l) What is the investment potential of the property?
4) What are the total costs?
5) Rely on legal counsel.
6) Are all promises in writing?
7) ls the developer reputable?
8) What about unfinished lots?
9) Evaluate default protection.',

Prospective time share buyers should examine all avail-
able information before reaching any decision.

As noted earlier, the time sharing industry has grown
tremendously in a relatively short period. One can be
certain that additional pieces of legislation will enter the
picture.

Situations differ in individual states. Time sharing may be
a Srowing or controversial concern in some areas. These
states may need to develop and implement specific
pieces of legislation concerning time sharing.'' Other
states may not feel the need to develop new legislation
and simply amend existing legislation to handle the
problem.'r

California has an extensive amount of time sharing legis-
lation. lt defines a time share project as:

one in which a purchaser receives the right in per-
petuity, for life, or for a term of years, to the recurrent,
exclusive use or occupancy of a lot, parcel, unit, or
segment of real property, annually or on some other
periodic basis, for a period of time that has been or will
be allotted from the use or occupancy periods into
which the project has been divided.'.

A license, or contractual or membership right of occu-
pancy, in a time share project which is not coupled with
an estate in the real prop€rty constitutes a time share
use.!!

A major portion of the legislation deals with the re-
quiremenl that anyone intending to offer subdivided land
has to submit a subdivision public report for a time share
proiect. The report will be deemed a "substantially com-
plete application" if it contains, among other items, such
information as:

l) Completed subdivision questionnaire and sup-
plemental questionnaires where applicable.

2) Current preliminary title reporl for all dwelling
units comprising the time share proiect.

3) Copy of proposed agreement for management of
the project.

4) Evidence of financial arrangements for any guaran-
tee or warranty included in the offering.

5) Copies of all contracts and promotional and infor-
mational materials pertaining toa program included
in the time share offering involving the exchange of
occupancy rights by owners in the project with
owners in interests in other time share projects.'.

The California legislation also covers other items such as
the creation of a time share interest owners association. lt
contains requirements ranging from members' voting
ri8hts," Boverning body election and make-up,'6 dis-
semination of financial and other information to all
members,'' to disciplining owners for violations.m

While California has developed extensive time sharing
legislation, other legislation could also have an effect. For
example, California has enacted legislation prohibitinB
discrimination in housing.r' These pieces of legislation
are cerlain to be cited as allegations of discrimination in
time share housing.

Some states have even created committees or com-
missions to study the condominium industry. At the
request ofthe Maryland GeneralAssembly, the Governor
of Maryland created the Commission on Condominiums
in 1977.)'The Commission's mandate was,

to investiBate the condominium industry in Maryland,
review and evaluate existing laws pertaining to con-
dominiums, ascertain what problems exist in de-
velopment and operations, report its findings to the
Covernor and Ceneral Assembly, and make recom-
mendations for legislative action.?,

A CERTAI NTY.EQU IVALENT APPROACH
TO THE VALUATION OF RISKY
REAI ESTATE INVESTMENTS

by Murad Antia, Steven D. Kapplin, and Richard Meyer

The valuation of real estate is one of the most significant
activities in real property analysis. Purchase decisions,
lending decisions, development and other decisions all
rely upon valuation analysis. The quality and accuracy of
an appraisal is therefore critical.

Recently concerns have been expressed about the dis-
tortion of values created by rapidly increasing rates of
inflation, creative financing techniques, and changing
project risks under uncertain economic conditions, and
how they might impact on capitalization rates. The
treatment of inflation, financial structure and project risk
has been presented in various ways. This article presents
a methodology for deriving value under conditions of
risk. lt will first present the background material on the
basic theory behind the model. This will be followed by
an illustration of two applications of the model; an exam-
ple of a one-period project and an example of a multi-
period proiect.

Baclground Material

This article derives principally from the Capital Asset
Pricing Theory which was originally presented in the
framework of corporate finance and investments. The
development of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)
has been credited to Sharpe'tr and Lintnerr'?r.
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The essence of the capital asset theory is the assumption
that risky investments actually incorporate two typ€s of
risk-unsystematic risk and systematic risk. Un-
systematic risk is viewed as being peculiar to the firm,
such as risk of strikes or other labor disputes, inability to
secure competitive prices on essential raw malerials, or
poor product marketing. Unsystematic risk is perceived
as being different from firm to firm, so that investors. by
careful selection, can devise investment portfolios which
by virtue of diversification tend to cancel out un-
systematic risk.

Proof of the ability of a pordolio of investments to reduce
risk was presented by Markowitzr' . Sharp€ theorized that
if investors could reduce or eliminate unsystematic risk
through diversification, then they were not entitled to
receive risk premiums to compensate for unsystematic
risk. Therefore, only the systematic risk component was
compensated for in the marketplace.
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Reducing Risk ln Portfolio Building
One method of reducing portfolio risk is to combine
ventures within a given location, which have unrelated
operations. ln this manner, the impact ofthe economy on
one venture will not automatically affect all other ven-
tures in the same way. This can be referred to as business
diversification. However, if the area of concern is sup
ported by only a few major industries, the ability to
sufficiently diversify within that one area is limited.

A second approach to real estate pordolio building is to
diversify nationally. This approach is exp€cted to utilize
ventures which are less correlated with each other since
they aren't all being influenced by the conditions of one
local area. However, reducing risk may still be limited by

the systematic impact of the national economy on all real
estate ventures,

A third approach for a real estate pordolio builder is
international diversification. The extent to which inter-
national ventures would be similarly influenced depends
upon the degree of international integration. Yet, even if
the ventures do have some positive level of covariability,
it is probably less than the correlations of ventures con-
tained in local or national portfolios.

Summary

To operationalize the mean-variance model for real es-
tate pordolio construction, the expected returns, vari-
ances and pairwise covariances of real estate ventures
must be assessed. Three diversification methods have
been reviewed. The international real estate portfolio is
hypothesized to contain less correlated ventures and
therefore less portfolio return variability than the local or
national portfolios. This hypothesis deserves empirical
examination in future research.

Of course, even if international diversification of real
estate ventures is shown to be more effective in reducing
risk, information baniers might limit a portfolio builder's
desire to operationalize the idea. lf information centers
are established, however, these start-up costs might be
easily covered through economies of scale by providing
portfolio consulting services for other real estate
investors.

Although the idea of creating another comminee or
commission to study a problem may seem to be adding to
the already confusing bureaucratic maze of Sovernment,
loSic dictates that one must understand a problem be-
fore one can design actions which could lead to its
alleviation.

lndividual states do not have to go through the difficult
task of creating acts to regulate time sharinS. lf they so
desire, they can investiSate the feasibility of partially or
fully adopting two Model Time Sharing Acts: I ) Uniform
Model Real Estate Time Share Act of '1979 (URETSA),"
andlor 2l nmerican Land Development Association/
National Association of Real fstate Law Officials (ALDA"/
NARELLO) Model Timesharing Act."
The URETSA, r" developed by the National Conference of
Commissions on Uniform State Laws in '1979, addresses
time sharing in a thorough manner. lt examines time
sharing from the beginnings of a proposed project to the
aspect of consumer protection. The URETSA was ap-
proved by the American Bar Association.

The ALDtuNARELLO Act is a type of disclosure statute.
This requires a time share developed to issue a public
statement which gives prospective buyers information
concerning a particular time share project. lt is un-
fortunate that ways to maneuver around the requirements
became evident. Consequently, a new act was drafted to
b€tter protect the consumer. Burnett notes that it Bo€s
beyond disclosure and calls for compliance with a num-
ber of requirements which are designed to ensure the
following:

1) Each time share program will be created with the
necessary legal protections for the buyer.

2) The consumer's right will be protected against any
underlying encumbrances or foreclosures on the
property.

3) The function and capabilities of exchange net-
works will be disclosed.

4) All advertising and presentations made to the pros-
pect will be truthful and repres€ntative of the sub-
iect.

5) The stafe aSency reSulating time share sales will
have the power to issueCeaseand DesistOrders and
impose sanctions.'7

Localities also have the power to control time sharing
either directly or indirectly. Through the police power,
localities can place restrictions on the use of land for the
purpose of promotinS and protectinS the health, safety,
welfare and morals of its residens. These restrictions can
take the form of zoning or subdivision ordinances, in-
cluding subdivision maps, street size, sidewalk size, sew-
age disposal, or building permit requirements, or
architectural reviews.

ln addition, most localities are required to develop gen-
eral plans. A housing element, found in each plan, is

required to be consistent with the overall plan. Cons€-
quently, any proposed time sharinS project will have to
be consistent with the housing element.

Recenl Court Cases

As the time sharing industry continues to grow and as
more and more governmenls enact rules and reBUlations
affecting time sharing and condominium use, there are
certain to be related court cases. Several cases dealing
with issues facing time sharing and condominiums are
examined here.

Can condominium associations adopt rules and regu-
lations regardinB the use of condominiums and con-
dominium grounds? The answer is yes, providing the rule
or reSulation is reasonable. This issue has been raised in a
number of cases.'" lt is unfortunate that what is con-
sidered reasonable in one case may not be in another.
Thus, what constitutes a reasonable rule or regulalion
must be decided on a case by case basis.

White Egrct Condominium v. Franklinl" dealt with a
situation where an individual purchased a condominium
and conveyed one half interest in it to his brother and
family. The condominium association believed that the
arrangement would violate a condominium restriction
which did not allow children under l2 years of age to
reside in the units. Moreover, the condominium as-
sociation felt that the two brothers and their families
would violate the single-family use restriction. The basic
issues facing the court were whelher the condominium
association could place restrictions on the inhabitants
and uses of the condominium and whether these restric-
tions were reasonable.

The Supreme Court of Florida held that a condominium
restriction could be enforced if it served a legitimate
purpose and was reasonably applied.* ln this case, the
restrictions were arbitrary, unreasonable and selectively
applied. For example, there were children under l2 years
of age residing in other units. Furthermore, the Coun held
that "a8e restrictions cannot be used to reasonably or
arbitrarily restrict certain classes of individuals from ob-
taining desirable housing."r' Concerning the single-
family residence issue, the Court concluded that since
only one brother and his family would reside in the
condominium at a time, this would constitute a sinSle-
family use."

Cal-Am Corporation v. Depanment oI Rea, Estaterr rep-
resents an important time sharing case in California.
Cal-Am sold membership interests in approximately 154
units of a 385 condominium resort which entitled mem-
bers to the use of a one-bedroom condominium unit at
the Royal Kuhio Building, Honolulu, Hawaii, for one or
more weeks each year until December 3'1,2041.r'ln
essence, it established a time sharing program.

Two issues had to be decided in this case. First of all, did
the membership interests being sold constitute the sale or
lease of an interest in a subdivision or subdivided lands as
defined by California law? Secondly, did the California
Department of Real Estate have jurisdictional authority to
regulate the sale of time share interests in resort con-
dominiums? The California Courl of Appeals for the
Second District held that the sale of membenhip interests
in the use of resort condominium units constituted a sale
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Equation (t ) illustrates how the variability of pordolios
can be reduced by selecting assets which exhibit low
variability and low covariances with other component
assets. A portfolio containing k assets has a variance
determined by summing k variance and k(k-1)/2 co-
variances. This emphasizes the substantial influence o{
comovements on a pordolio's variability in returns. To
construct a real estate portfolio with a low level of risk,
the portfolio builder must assess which ventures have low
or negative correlations with other ventures already
undertaken. For this purpos€, three risk-reducinB stra!
egies are given.



or lease of interest in a "subdivision or subdivided lands"
and, as such, was within the jurisdictional authority of the
California Department of Real Estate." Thus, the Depart-
ment assumed the authority to develop rules and regu-
lations concerning time sharing.

Laguna Royale Owners Association v. Darger,u contained
several issues found in time sharing controversies. This
casedealt with a leasehold condominium ownertrying lo
assiSn interests in his condominium to three different
parties. Dar8er owned a condominium in an estate con-
taininS 78 units. ln otherwords, heowned a l,s interest in
the estate. Due to heavy work responsibilities, which he
assumed after purchasing the condominium, Darger,
who resided in Salt Lake City, Utah, was unable to utilize
his condominium to any Breat extent.

Faced with the fact that he and his family would not be
able to take full advantage of their condom inium, Darger
decided to sell shares in his unit. He wrote to the Laguna
Royale Owners Association and advised them of his
intentions. He noted thal the new individuals were ad-
vised of all rules and reSulations. He proceeded to state
that not more than one family would use the unit at any
one time.

The Laguna Royale Owners Association went to its attor-
ney for a legal opinion on Darger's lener. ln his letter, the
attorney for the association stated:

It is my opinion that if such parties otherwise qualified
indicate no intended use of the aparlment other than
single-family owner's use, there would be no legal
basis to refuse such transfers. However, state law
restricts more than four transfers of undivided interests,
without qualifying as a suMivision.,'

He went on to state that some members of the as-
sociation's Board of Covernors voiced their concerns that
multiple ownership would adversely affect the other
Laguna Royale owners.

Darger continued his plan to sell interests in his con-
dominium. After meeting with the association's Board of
Covernors and being advised ofa violation of California's
subdivision laws regarding the transfer of undivided in-
terests, Darger reduced the total numberofowners to four
in order to adhere to state law. This did not satisfy the
association. ln a subsequent letter from the association's
attorney, Dar8er was informed that his transfer:

would create and impose an undue, unreasonable
burden and disadvantage on the other owners and
residents' enjoyment of their apartments and the com-
mon facilities. .. contrary and in conflict with the
close community living nature of Laguna Royale and
would be contrary to the single-family character of the
private residential purpose to which all apartments are
restricted."

Darger proceeded to file a formal letter with the as-
sociation requesting approval to transfer the unit to three
other individuals and himself. He asked the association to
specify the reasons for refusal should it deny his request.
ln yel another letter, the association held:

it is obligated to protect and preserve the private
single-family residential character of Laguna Royale,
together with the use and quiet enjoyment of all
apartment owners of their respective apartments and
the common facilities, taking into consideration the
close community living circumstances of Laguna
Royale. "

Moreover, concerns for complex security and general
quality of life had to be considered. Darger was advised
that:

four family ownership . . . would compound the use
of the apartment and common facilities well beyond
the normal and usual private single-family residential
characler to the detriment of other owners and would
frustrate effective controls over general security, guest
occupants and rule compliance.'

Darger continued his efforts to sell interests in his prop-
erty by executing agreements with the various parties. As
a result of his actions, the association filed an action
seeking a declaration that the assiSnments were invalid.
The Superior Court, Orange County, ruled in favor ofthe
association.

On an appeal, the Court of Appeals in the Fourth District
had to determine whether the association had acted in a
reasonable manner in reaching its decision. The as-
sociation asserted that it wasn't required to adhere to a
standard of reasonableness but could withhold approval
or consent for any reason or for no reason at all.'' The
Court of Appeals was not persuaded by this assertion and
noted:

in exercisinS its power to approve or disapprove
trdnsfers or assignments, lhe association must act rea-
sonably, exercising its power in a fair and nondiscrimi-
natory manner and withholding approval only for a
reason or reasons rationally related to the protection,
preservation and proper operation of the property and
the purposes of the association.'r

The association gave three reasons {or denying Darger's
request:

'l) Multiple ownership of undivided interests,

2) Use proposed would violate a bylaw restricting use
of all apartments to singleJamily residential use,

3) Use would be inconsistent with private single-
family residential character..r

The court was not persuaded by the association's ratio-
nale. First of all, multiple ownership does not necessarily
denote intensive use." After all, any number of people
could own interests in a condominium and lease it to one
person on a long{erm basis. Secondly, no evidence was
presented which proved that the defendants proposed to
use the property for anything other than singleJamily
purposes." Finally, it was established that only one family
at a time would reside in the condominium.." As a result,
the association's action was unreasonable.

The court's verdict was not unanimous. Presiding Justice
Cardner issued a short dissenting opinion focusing on the

HOW TO CONSTRUCT
REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIOS

by leff Madura

Aubey and Cramet 11977) attempted to compose a cur-
rency cocktail bond which would exhibit low variability
in financing costs to the bond issuer. lohnson and Zuber
('1979) developed multicurrency units of account which
could reduce exchange rate risk. Levy (19B1) applied the
mean-variance mdel to international cash management
decisions. Finally, Brewer ('1982) and a host of other
researchers have extended stock diversification from a
national to an international perspective.

The diversification properties of portfolio building can be
applied to real estate methods for constructing real estate
portfolios. This study attempts to develop a method for
constructing these portfol ios.

Mean-Variance Model

A real estate investor with information about the ex-
p€cted yield, variability, and pairwise comovements of
real estate ventures could use the mean-variance model
developed by Markowitz (1952) to determine an efficient
frontier of real estate pordolios. Each pordolio is efficient
in the sense that it exhibits the lowest anticipated risk for a
Biven exp€cted return.

Mathematically, the mean-variance model minimizes
portfolio variance (o,')for a given return subject to weight
constraints:

k kk
MIN oo': Iw,'o,' + ! I w,w,o,, (1)

i=l i:t i:I
(i+i)

where w represents the weighl allocated to an asset, i and
j refer to individual assets, k is lhe total number of assets,
and o,, is the covariance between the ith and jth assets.
The maximization process satisfies the condition thdl lhe
weights are non-negative and sum to'100 percent.

The concept of diversification has been a focal point of
financial literature for more than two decades. Only
recently, however, have researchers applied diver-
sification to assets other than equities.

letf M u.a is as\istant prc{essor of finance at the Unjversity af Cental
florida in Orlaodo. He holds a marler'r degree in economics hom
Northen lllinds Univetsity in Dexalb and a doctotate degee in busi-
ness fvith emphast on {inance hom fluida Slale Unive\ity in lal-
lahassee. His work has been published in vanout publications,
includine lournal of Business Fore(astinB, Business f.onomics and
Eankers MaSazine.
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Announcing

R.E o

R.E. MONITOR is a unique new service for
owners, managers and supervisors of
important rental real estate. If you're
responsible for an office building, shopping
center, industrial park or mixed use
dwelopment, R.E. MOMIOR will help
you get the most from your property.

The service uses modem computer power
and state-of{he-art software to project the
likely results of past events and visible
future trends. Then it discounts those
proiections to thet net present va.lue
(NP$. By repeating this process using
different assumptionq you can comparc
outcomes to see which factors really count

- and what you can do to reduce risks and
improve the bottom line.

R.E. MONIOR starts from existing leases
and the existirg financial structure: options,
percentage rents, escalations and pass-
throughs are considered lease by lease. So
are each mortgage or land lease and each
depreciable asset.

THE SERVICE
APPROACH
R.E. MONIOR is not a one-shot diagnosis
but an ongoing xruice. Once a year - or
more often, if you desire - we bring your
property up to date on R.E. MONITOR,
recording any changes in its leases,

o(penses, financing or depreciation basis.
This lets you ratiat the past and mnsider the

future in a systernatic tnanner each ywr. And
because we prccess the data on our own
computers, you make no intEstmefit in
computer haduxre, *ftunre or tmining.

SM

You get:
. better management control
o better reports
. b€tter decisions

Now at last you can plan for the future of
your property - not iust once but on a
regular annual bnsrs. With R.E. MONIOR
you're brought up to date and given a clear
look at the possibilities at least once a year

- along with the tools needed to evaluate
them.

R.E. MONMOR HELPS
ANSWER QI.JESTIONS
LIKE THESE:
Should I exercise this option?

At what price should this property be
purchased? Sold?

Would it be profitable to rehab this
property? Demolish it? How soon?

What i{ a major tenant moves out and I'm
left with the space for a year?

How long should I plan to hold the
property?

How fast should the property increase in
value?

What financing terms make the most
sense?

What depreciation method should I use?

Should I invest additional capital in a
proposed change?

potential spillover effects of time sharing. He felt that the
association acted in a reasonable manner. Labeling time
sharing as a gimmick, he questioned who would benefit
from such a situation. Justice Cardner went on to observe
that time sharing "ordinarily brings enormous profits to
the seller and in this case would bring chaos to the other
residents."" He proceeded to question where the whole
process of conveying transfers would stop. AccordinB to
him, "only greed would prohibit the occupant from con-
veying to 52 or 365 other occupants."{

The Future

Time sharing has become an established and profitable
industry. Time share proiects are continuing to surface
throughout the United States and the rest of the world- As
the different levels of Sovernment impose rules and regu-
lations which directly or indirectly affect time sharing, the
number of legal cases focusing on some aspect of time

l. Christopher W. Hart and Sara Prfrommer, "Financins the Time-
Share Proiect," Ihe Real fsldte Securities loumal 4 \Wintet 19831,27.

2. Stephany A. Madsen, "Urban Timesharing," Uban Land 42lFett-
ruary l98l), l4'20.

). tbid.. 14.
4. Lynn LanSway el al., "Cuaranleed Cela\,/ays," Newsweel 94

(December lZ 1979), l(N.
5. leremy D. Smith, "Urban Time-sharin8: A Maior Crowth Area,"

Rea, [stale Review l2 (Summer 1982),69.
6. Sluart Marshall 8loch, "Regulation of Timeshating," lounal o{

Urba" taw 60 (Fall 1982), 23.
7. 15 U.5.C. Sections l70l-172i 11976 and Supp. lV 1980).
8. tbid., Seclion l70l(a)(1XA).
9. l5 U.S.C. Sections 4l-58 (1971).

l0. rbid.. 5€rlion 45(aX6).
I l. As noted in .ea/ estate today@ 16 {February l98l), 21.
12. For example, se€, VA. CODI Seclions 55-3601o 40O {1981) and

Hawaii Rev. Stat. Sections 514 El to t-I5 (Supp. l98l).
13. For example, Colorado has a statute creatin6 fee sharing, which

was enacted in 1977 as pan of the Condominium Ownership Acl, Colo.
Rev. Stat., Title 38, An. 33; also see, rames R. Manin, 'Timesharins in
Colorado," Ihe Cororado tawyer l l (November 1982), 28O4-2810; see,

the Utah Code Ann. Tit. 57, Ch.8.
l4- California Eusiness and Professional Code, Section ll0o3.5(a).
15. ,bid., Seclion llool.s(c).
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,bid., Section 2813.2.
,bid., Section 2813.5.
,bid., Sectioh 2811.7.
For example, see, Calilonia fai Housing Law lcalifornia Health

and Salety Code, Sections 3570o"35745) and rhe UnruhCivil Rights Act
(California Civil Code, Seclions 5l-52).
22. Maryland Reeolution No.4l, Acts ol 1977.
23. Ar described by Cregory A. Stiverson, Matyland Manual

,98r-r982 (Annapolis, Maryland: Departmenl of Cenetal Services,
l98r ), 291.
24. National Conference ol Commissioners on Uniform Slale Laws,

Mdel Real Estab fime-sha/e AcI, 7A U.L.A. 247 (West. supp. 1982).

sharing is bound to grow. However, time share develop-
ers must nol fear close scrutiny from the different levels of
government. As Bloch so righdully noted:

The developer who creates a financially sound, well-
managed timesharing program, and who provides
adequate protection to his purchasers as well as care-
ful and complele disclosure of the terms and condi-
tions involved, need not fear regulation: his house will
be in order. lt normally is abuses, or the results of
abuses, which prompt strinSent regulatory action. Evi-
dence of unacceptable business practice is easily
discovered.'"

Overall, controversies involving time sharing or some
sp€cific aspect of time sharing are bound to continue.
Only time will tell what shape these controversies will
take. Nevertheless, we must continue to enact rules and
regulations which protect the time share developer, time
share purchaser, and neighboring parties.
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For more information, write or call

Shlaes€-dCo.
Real Estate Consultants and APPraisers
1105 N. Wabash . Chicago, IL 60611 . 312-467:lW

CAVES: TIMI SHARINC 37

A new service from Shlaes & Co.
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ol,(r,e.ship Act (ALDA/NAREtLO, 3d drafl, September 1982).
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Real Estate Time-Share Act,' RealPropedy Prcbate andlrusllounal 14
(winler 1979), 683-691, and Patrick r. Rohah and Melvin A. R6kin,
Condominium Law and Practice, Vol. l, Part 3: Rea, fstate fransactionj
(New York: Matthew Bender, 19821,17c-422.77.
27. Cary B. Surnen, "Today's Boon is Boominq," real estate tday@

l6 (February 1983),21.
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So. 2d l8o {Fla. App. t975) which concemed a condominium as-
sdiation rule prohibitinS the u9e of alcoholic beveraSes in the club-
house and adiacent areas and Hrdden Hatbour Eslates, lnc. v. Ba55o,

393 .2d637 (Fla. App. l98l)which involved a condominium use
restrioion in drilling a well.
29. 379 Y).2d )46ltla., 1979).
30. ,bd., at 150.
31. ,bi,C., at 351.

32. lbid., at 352.
3'). 163 Cal. Rptr. 729 {Ca. App. 1980).
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